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BLAZE INTO RIFLE SEASON WITH DSG OUTERWEAR’S  
ADDIE BLAZE HUNTING JACKET AND BIB/PANT SET  

 

Oregon, WI – While specific requirements for sporting blaze coloring during open firearm season vary from state to state, highly 
visible hunting apparel is a hot staple for rifle hunters.  DSG Outerwear is proud to offer avid female hunters its Addie Series, to 
include a hunting jacket and pant/bib available in both blaze orange and blaze pink delivering safety in the field as well as unbeaten 
windproof and water protection during colder weather hunts.  Not only will this jacket and pant set fulfill your state’s requirement for 
hi-vis clothing, the set integrates the latest fabric technology and is built to be highly functional and warm with a fit designed 
exclusively for women hunters by women hunters.   
 
Constructed from a quiet brushed tricot waterproof fabric with 120 grams of Polyfil insulation, the DSG Addie Blaze Hunting Jacket 
and Bib/Pant will not only keep you safe walking in and out of the woods; it works hard to maintain the hunter’s warmth in even the 
coldest environments. The Addie’s waterproof and windproof fabric incorporates a repellent treatment to shed water plus 100 
percent sealed seams to further protect hunters from anything Mother Nature can dis 
h out.  The set also features an athletic and roomy cut and is incredibly breathable, soft and silent, so it can move right along with 
you on your hunt.  The Addie Blaze Hunting Jacket also includes a removable and adjustable hood as well as adjustable cuffs for 
the perfect fit. 
 
Perhaps one of the most unique features of the Addie Bib is its ability to quickly convert to a pant. Simply remove the adjustable 
suspenders and you’ve got yourself a completely converted pant. Easily adjust the waist of the pants to contour to your body via its 
convenient hook and loop system. An adjustable inseam from 32.5” to 28.5” further ensures a perfectly tailored fit.  Convenient 
zippered front hand-warmer pockets are great for safely housing important smaller gear items, or warming up cold hands.  
 
The DSG Addie Blaze Hunting Jacket and Bib/Pants are available in a generous size range from XXS-5X, and in colors Blaze 
Orange and Blaze Pink, as well as Realtree Edge® camo. 

 
About DSG Outerwear 
DSG Outerwear was conceived in 2010 by Wendy Gavinski after many years of personal frustration with the limited selection of 
women's outerwear for active outdoor lifestyles. The goal – create a line of clothing and gear that meets the need for a functional 
and feminine fit, including plus sizes. The company produces a wide range of clothing options for hunting, ice fishing and 
snowmobiling. DSG Outerwear uses the highest quality materials and components built by designers and production specialists with 
over 40 years of experience in making quality outerwear. The company produces everything from highly functional performance 
layering pieces to insulated jackets, bibs, pants footwear and accessories that are perfect for all types of outdoor activities, even in 
the coldest weather. Women’s outerwear designed by women to fit women of all shapes and sizes and built to perform.  
 
Learn more at www.DSGOuterwear.com.  
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